












































































































From: Planning & Development Services
To: Kevin Cricchio
Subject: FW: PDS Comments PL22-0133
Date: Monday, November 21, 2022 12:29:37 PM
Importance: High

 
 

From: website@co.skagit.wa.us <website@co.skagit.wa.us> 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2022 4:30 PM
To: Planning & Development Services <planning@co.skagit.wa.us>
Subject: PDS Comments
 
Name : Dr. Jude Apple
Address : 901 37th Street
City : Anacortes
State : WA
Zip : 98221
email : judeapple@gmail.com
PermitProposal : PL22-0133
Comments : Predators of the Heart (POTH) Proposed MDNS 
I have reviewed the above referenced proposal and wish to provide comments on this
determination. I make these comment from the perspective of an Anacortes resident who is a
frequent user of the Anacortes Community Forest Lands for multiple recreational purposes, and
someone who visits the ACFL regularly with small children and pets. We often frequent the trails
adjacent to the POTH compound 

My family and I have two primary concerns: the threat to public health and safety that this operation
poses to users of the ACFL, and lack of confidence that I have in the landowner to be in compliance
with any of the suggested mitigating provisions or restrictions in the MDNS. 

There have already been multiple incidents of small pets being injured and/or killed by escaped
hybrid wolves from the POTH compound. Although the City of Anacortes has put up signs in the area
of the compound, this is a poor mitigation strategy for the threat that escaped animals pose to pets,
adults, and children. The ACFL is a common use forestland supported, in large part, by property
taxes. It is not appropriate that we are at risk using this resource that we support. The occurrence of
previous attacks indicates this is not safe. Will it take a small child being mauled or killed to end this
operation? 

The second concern that I have is regarding the restrictions articulated in the permit. Although these
are quite onerous, and meant to dissuade the landowner from pursuing a full permit, it is my
experience with the landowners that these will not be followed. This brings to question the matter
of enforcement and oversight. The county probably does not have the capacity or staff to provide
inspections and oversight to confirm that the measures being requested are followed that will
protect our families and children. I strongly encourage the country to deny this permit and move this
facility to a place where it is not a threat to public health and provides a more safe and natural
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environment for the animals that are captive. 

Thanks for your time and consideration 
Jude Apple, PhD 
Carrie Apple 
Gabriel Apple (21), Micah Apple (18), Isaiah Apple (10), Gianna Apple (11)

From Host Address: 165.151.210.91

Date and time received: 11/18/2022 4:29:14 PM



From: website
To: Planning & Development Services
Subject: PDS Comments
Date: Friday, November 18, 2022 3:30:05 PM

Name : Ashley Carr
Address : 13658 Harbor Lane
City : Anacortes
State : WA
Zip : 98221
email : admin@predatorsoftheheart.com
PermitProposal : PL22-0133 PREDATORS OF THE HEART MDNS
Comments : LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION: 
Hello, 
My name is Leah-Marie Whitman. I am writing to you about Predators of the Heart. I am
currently employed as an Animal Control Officer, and have been since March 2012. I recently
visited Predators of the Heart on 11/13/22. We utilize this facility for animal seizures and
confiscates. They to my knowledge are in full compliance with USDA regulations. Predators
is a huge asset when it comes to housing exotic and illegal to own animals by general citizens.
It’s vital for them 
To stay open to the public to raise funds for their animals and housing needs. They continually
make upgrades and additions to their current property and enclosures. 

Thank you, 
Leah-Marie Whitman 
Animal Control Officer

From Host Address: 107.77.205.100

Date and time received: 11/18/2022 3:28:30 PM
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From: website
To: Planning & Development Services
Subject: PDS Comments
Date: Friday, November 18, 2022 3:40:06 PM

Name : Darlette Brown
Address : PO Box 90788
City : Austin
State : Texas
Zip : 78709
email : db1950@aol.com
PermitProposal : PL22-0133
Comments : To the decision makers at Skagit County. I have been following this organization
for years and am aware of how they have been through a nightmare of firing Dave Coleburn
and resurrecting Predators of the Heart from the ashes. They have dotted every I and crossed
every T with regards to legal matters, becoming USDA kosher, et cetera. They will do
everything humanly possible to give the animals and the people who visit a safe and healthy
environment. 

The problem is what you have asked them to do is not humanly possible. The list of
requirements is unapproachable. In fact, because you have set the bar so high above the
USDA, and the rules for zoos, it appears to the public that you are punishing the new director
for the sins of the old director, her father. I'm sure that is not your intent and it is not too late to
change. 

Please instead acknowledge the hard work that POTH has done and allow them to reopen with
reasonable adjustments. Thank you.

From Host Address: 74.92.226.222

Date and time received: 11/18/2022 3:38:59 PM
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From: website
To: Planning & Development Services
Subject: PDS Comments
Date: Friday, November 18, 2022 3:45:07 PM

Name : Deanna Iverson
Address : 1920 23rd Street
City : Anacortes
State : WA
Zip : 98221
email : nannacats@frontier.com
PermitProposal : Predators of The Heart PL22-0133
Comments : Re: SKAGIT COUNTY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
MITIGATED DETERMINATION OF NONSIGNIFICANCE (MDNS) 

For: Predators of the Heart 
File Number: PL22-0133 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am writing in response to the correspondence I received in the mail regarding the above file
number. I understand that the county wants to maintain a safe environment for our community,
but I find that the mitigation measures for improvement in this document are beyond reason.
The requirements listed here go beyond the scope of what is even expected for a zoo to be in
compliance, and a zoo has thousands of people wandering through their facility in any given
week, with their animals in more open spaces than Predators of The Heart. It is no secret that
the previous president of Predators of The Heart did not meet standards, even those set forth
by the USDA, but since his termination and now that the company has been under new
management, they have wanted nothing more than to stay “above reproach” always be “in
compliance”, and to do what is right. Now, just because the county has some “disgruntled”
citizens you are making it close to impossible for this company to stay in business, maintain or
make improvements. If a company is in compliance with the USDA, Fish & Wildlife &
Animal Control, how can a county require more? I believe if you truly listened to the
board/president/legal team of Predators of The Heart and heard their heart you would see the
improvements they have been achieving long before this mitigation, with more to come. There
should be no question that they would be a safe establishment. Also, I do not understand how
you can close a company so they are restricted from making money to run establishment
(through their Airbnb contract), yet asked to them to make improvements that would cost
millions of dollars to accomplish, all without said income. It seems to me that it would be a
better solution if the county worked side-by-side with this company to ensure the safety of
animals and people, instead of putting forth the so-called improvements, which are
unachievable, just to say “the county tried”. Making unreasonable requirements puts the lives
of these animals in jeopardy, and gives nowhere for animals who might be rescued in the
future to be rehabilitated or to live out their best lives. How can you restrict a company, who is
now thriving under new management, and who actually cares about animals to such a degree
that it puts many animals lives in danger of being euthanized? I would hope that the
unreasonable demands are not being made because people with money have raised a ruckus. 

Thank you for listening and your consideration in saving these animals 
Deanna K. Iverson 

mailto:website@co.skagit.wa.us
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1920 23rd Street ~ Anacortes, WA 98221

From Host Address: 23.90.88.72

Date and time received: 11/18/2022 3:40:19 PM



From: website
To: Planning & Development Services
Subject: PDS Comments
Date: Friday, November 18, 2022 4:05:05 PM

Name : Bruce Bunten
Address : 7640 SW 153RD CT APT 102
City : MIAMI
State : FLORIDA
Zip : 33193
email : buntenb@gmail.com
PermitProposal : PL22-0133
Comments : Predators of the heart sole mission is to save animals that would otherwise be
killed, and we NEED these amazing animals in our ecosystem. The items in which you all are
requiring is beyond what a Zoo would require. 

The amount of safety protocols they have you can see daily in their activities. We understand
that these animals are “scary” to some but that’s that lack of knowledge that Predator of the
heart is trying to change. Please allow them to reopen so they can continue to save animals and
educate the world about these AMAZING animals. Yes, the world! They do live virtual school
based education, which we need. 

I thank you for reading my comment and I hope that you will see that you all are causing this
organization to truly suffer under your new requirements. 

Predators Of The Heart you will always have my support!

From Host Address: 108.83.87.48

Date and time received: 11/18/2022 4:00:40 PM
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From: website
To: Planning & Development Services
Subject: PDS Comments
Date: Friday, November 18, 2022 3:05:07 PM

Name : Lisa Adams
Address : 12113 76th Ave NE
City : Kirkland
State : WA
Zip : 98034
email : Whatsupadamsfamily@yahoo.com
PermitProposal : PREDATORS OF THE HEART
Comments : I have reviewed the counties requirements for changes at the POTH property and
find them to be excessive and onerous. The facility meets USDA requirements and the
additional county requirements will not make visitors any more safe than they already are. I
have visited POTH multiple times prior to the February 2022 shut down and found the
property safe for both the animals and guests. The outlined requirements seem to be a way to
keep POTH struggling as they have lost their income source during the permitting process. It
would be a real loss to the Skagit county community for this sanctuary to fail, the
requirements as currently outlined will push them in that direction. Please reconsider and grant
the special use permit to afford POTH the opportunity to continue doing their good work of
rescue, education. Sanctuary and conservation under the compliance of the USDA guidelines.
Thank you for your consideration.

From Host Address: 172.56.105.181

Date and time received: 11/18/2022 3:03:58 PM
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From: website
To: Planning & Development Services
Subject: PDS Comments
Date: Friday, November 18, 2022 3:05:06 PM

Name : Ashley L Carr
Address : 4709 Welch Lane
City : Anacortes
State : WA
Zip : 98221
email : admin@predatorsoftheheart.com
PermitProposal : PL22-0133 PREDATORS OF THE HEART MDNS
Comments : SKAGIT COUNTY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
MITIGATED DETERMINATION OF NONSIGNIFICANCE (MDNS) 
For: Predators of the Heart File Number: PL22-0133 

PREDATORS OF THE HEART COMMENT ON MDNS 

OVERVIEW & EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Thank you for the opportunity to continue to house and provide sanctuary for the dozens of
animals that Predators of the Heart (POTH) houses and cares for on behalf of animal control
and other authorities, state, federal and local authorities. POTH has been operating for over 20
years and thanks Skagit County for its continued efforts to preserve and keep this sanctuary in
place. 
POTH has already implemented, or has had in place prior to this Mitigated Determination of
Nonsignificance (MDNS). However, some of the additional measures, as noted below, are
unreasonable and impossible to accomplish. Others are unreasonable because of their
impracticability in terms of the effectiveness of the safety that they would provide both to the
animals and the community. 
Some of the mitigation measures, with note specifically to the requirement that POTH install a
perimeter fence around the entire property, is unreasonable and impractical both for safety and
financial reasons. 
Instead, POTH can and will have multiple layers of fencing around the animals as identified as
“dangerous” by Skagit County: the wolfdogs, cougars and other dangerous animals, both now
in the future. POTH has already implemented six-sided fencing for all of its wolfdogs as well
as its cougars; it has also implemented multiple levels of fencing so that there are layers of
fencing (i.e. two six-foot fences with two-foot tilt-ins on day-runs) as well as so-called “hot”
fencing, meaning that the fences are electrified. 

I. MITIGATION MEASURES 1-10 
As indicated above, many of the mitigation measures as outlined by Skagit County have
already been implemented. Since its inception over 20+ years ago, POTH has sought to
preserve the natural habitat of the animals and the land itself. There is no commercial use that
would degrade or otherwise erode said natural habitat and the land itself. As such, the
following comments are hereby submitted: 
(A) As to Mitigation Measure 1: if any fill material is to be added to the land or implemented,
temporary erosion/sedimentation control measures will be in place as they have been for over
twenty years. 
(B) As to Mitigation Measure 2: The Northwest Clean Air Agency Requirements are
inapplicable to the operations of POTH. Nevertheless, POTH is willing to comply with said
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requirements so long as said requirements are legal. 
(C) As to Mitigation Measure 3: POTH has been and will continue to be in compliance with
SCC 14.32 and SCC 16.32. 
(D) As to Mitigation Measure 4: There is no “project” as POTH has been in operation since
2001. No additional construction is planned. As noted previously, POTH had applied for a
permit in 2015, only to be rebuffed by Skagit County, who noted that a Special Use Permit
was not required for its operations. 
(E) As to Mitigation Measure 5: any future construction or buildings will comply; all building
and fire requirements have been met previously by POTH and are currently in place and in
compliance. 
(F) As to Mitigation Measure 6: this mitigation measure has been and will continue to be in
place. However, Skagit County’s other mitigation measures, as noted below, are in conflict
with this measure. Specifically, but not limited to Skagit County’s perimeter fencing
requirement around the entire property, would create severe erosion on the property and would
violate Chapter 14.24 of the Skagit County Code. That being said, POTH has alternative
solutions that will accomplish what Skagit County is requesting and would allow POTH to
remain in compliance with SCC Chapter 14.24. Skagit County’s own requirements are in
conflict as they require the work to be done to erode and damage the land so that POTH would
be out of compliance with SCC Chapter 14.24. In other words, in order to comply with certain
mitigation measures below (i.e. drilling into the rock/side of the hillside for concrete walls and
fencing below ground for the entire perimeter of the property), POTH would have to violate
SCC Chapter 14.24. Again: POTH has alternative solutions that would allow for the
preservation of the land in compliance with SCC Chapter 14.24 as well as provide for
additional community safety measures as indicated by Skagit County. 
(G) As to Mitigation Measure 7: See above, section (F). POTH has and will continue to
comply with the Rural Reserve Zoning District requirements. 
(H) As to Mitigation Measure 8: POTH has always and will continue to comply with
Mitigation Measure 8, and has never found any human remains, archaeological, historic or
other cultural materials. Should any such situation arise, POTH agrees to all of what
Mitigation Measure 8 requires. 
(I) As to Mitigation Measure 9: All electric systems as indicated by Skagit County in its
walkthrough have already been implemented; any additional electrical work will be permitted
and approved. 
(J) As to Mitigation Measure 10: POTH has already implemented a public water source
connection, as well as the backflow preventer as required in AMC 13.24.030 as noted in
Mitigation Measure 12. POTH is currently in compliance with Skagit County Code 12.16. 
II. MITIGATION MEASURE 11 
POTH agrees to each of the Mitigation Measures for the Fire Marshall’s Office. A KNOX box
has been installed and POTH will notify local authorities regarding POTH’s access codes and
agrees to notify them of the same regarding any changes. 

III. MITIGATION MEASURE 12 
POTH is not located in the City of Anacortes, so requirements regarding the City of Anacortes
should be inapplicable to POTH. POTH has already implemented a backflow preventer at
property and has had one in place in compliance with this mitigation measure. 
IV. MITIGATION MEASURE 13 
A. Signage 
POTH will comply with this request without issue. 
B. Contact Information 
POTH has emergency contact information readily available; it is a 24-hour manned line that



connects directly to the Manager of POTH; it will continue to be posted in conspicuous areas
and will be provided to local authorities for emergency purposes. Should this change, all
signage and contact information will be modified accordingly. 
C. Land Survey 
All boundary lines are known. 
D. Six-Sided Fencing 
POTH has already implemented six-sided fencing for its wolfdog population. However, during
the day, when staff are present, the wolfdogs need an exercise area that is big enough to run
and topping is not possible. Again: staff will be present when these day runs are used, but
there are times when wolfdogs must be allowed to run when they are not leashed. 

This means that POTH is proposing, in as noted below, that the wolfdogs have TWO
perimeter fences for their enclosures, along with their night enclosures. However, in their
daytime runs, with staff present, the daytime runs would not have a “top”, but would have
three-strand electric fencing. The electric fencing would also be on the middle and bottom of
these fences so as to deter potential dig-outs by the wolfdogs. 

E. Animal Waste 
POTH disposes of all animal waste in accordance with Skagit County Code and utilizes
dumpsters for removal. 

F. Bi-Annual Inspection 
POTH makes no objection to a bi-annual inspection. In fact, POTH regularly has visits, both
planned and unplanned, by local, state and federal officials. Pierce County animal control
toured the facility as recently as November 2022. 

G. Parking 
All parking currently utilized by POTH is located on POTH’s property. No parking takes
place outside of its property. 

H. Emergency Response 
POTH will contact all requisite authorities regarding escapes and will maintain a plan that not
only contacts all of the named authorities in the event of an escape, but will also institute a
plan that contacts all neighboring properties if an escape occurs. 

Neighbors will need to provide names/contact information to POTH immediately to ensure
prompt notification. POTH will implement a call and/or text notification system whereby all
neighbors can be immediately contacted in the event of an escape. 

I. Fencing Standards 
(1) Perimeter Fencing. 
Skagit County has requested that we fence in the property and it's entirety 2 times with 8’
fencing, 9 gage wire, with 2’ tilt ins at 45° angle, and a 2’ concrete wall in ground for dig out. 

These requirements violate Skagit County Code as noted above. Creating these kinds of fences
would require blasting into the mountain/hillside, which is rock face. This action would not
only have an extremely deleterious effect on the natural growth, but it would be contrary to the
Rural Reserve zoning where the Property is situated. In addition to the layers of fencing
already in place, there are also natural barriers that have been created with many years of
growth. 



ALTERNATE PROPOSAL: 

Instead of an 8-foot perimeter fence around the entire property, POTH proposes a T-post and
barbless fence around the property so proper required signage can be hung. Further, POTH
would additionally implement two perimeter fences around “potential dangerous animals”
enclosures or main animal holding area itself. 

Of note: the requirements requested by Skagit County are far in excess of USDA
requirements. The Cougar cages have this setup: two perimeter fences, which bar escape. This
also includes two locked gates, which is in compliance with the notes below. Pursuant to
USDA requirements, all mammals must have a perimeter fence with six foot fencing with two
foot tilt ins; the cougars, which are climbing animals, have eight foot fencing. These
requirements for other animals (i.e. wolfdogs) are not only unnecessary, they are unreasonable
because wolfdogs do not climb like cats—they dig, because they are dogs 

Additionally, as part of POTH’s alternative proposal, POTH would install chain-link dig outs
around each potentially dangerous animal instead of a 2’ concrete wall. This would prevent
digging through or under the wall, and would not block any natural drainage on the subject
Property. This would again allow for continued compliance with the Rural Reserve zoning as
well as the other applicable Skagit County Code sections. This would consist of a 4’ inlay
fence being laid in a select few day runs. All other runs already have dig outs. This means that
POTH would lay chain-link or cattle panel at the base of the fence edge 4’ inward on ground
and cover with proper mulch or ground cover. This way if the animal were to dig at fence line
or 4’ inward they would hit fencing. We would also do this around the main edge of the
potentially dangerous animals Perimeter fencing. This is a more practical safety measure,
again, because wolfdogs are considered dogs—they dig, not climb. In its one escape, the
wolfdog did not jump over any fence—it dug through and under a hot fence. 

(2) Eight-Foot Fencing. 
As noted above, the eight-foot fencing with two-foot tilt-ins is far in excess of USDA
requirements. 

POTH has already built a perimeter fence for the “potentially dangerous animals” it houses,
and is willing/able to implement a secondary fence as well as install additional chain-link dig-
outs so as to prevent digging (which is the more common action by wolf-dogs). The cougars
already are in six-sided enclosures 24/7 and cannot escape. Please refer to POTH’s proposal
above to effectuate the desired outcome as stated by Skagit County. 

(3) Secondary Perimeter Fencing. 
POTH requests that Skagit only require a secondary perimeter fence around the “potentially
dangerous animals”. A full-property chain link fence is not only an expense that would likely
bankrupt the organization, thus requiring the euthanization of all animals housed by POTH on
behalf of various animal control, state and federal agencies, but would also be unnecessary. 

As stated by Skagit County, the primary concern is the “potentially dangerous animals”. A
secondary perimeter fence for the other animals—is unnecessary. Thus, a secondary perimeter
fence for the potentially dangerous animals serves to protect the community as noted by Skagit
County while also preserving the resources to care for these animals. 



(4) Below Grade Fencing. 
POTH is willing to employ fencing that is “comparable to” below grade fencing with mesh so
as to prevent dig-outs, but due to the topography and terrain, a below-grade fence is
impractical and/or impossible. POTH already employs this method effectively and has already
begun this process. The chain dig-outs proposed by POTH above also effectuate this same
goal; it prevents the animals from digging out while simultaneously preserving the terrain for
the animals and the Rural Reserve designation. 

(5) Double Gates. 
As noted, all gates will be “double” in accordance with the proposal set out by POTH above.
This ensures that each perimeter fence—similar to what is already employed by POTH for its
cougar enclosures—is doubly protected. 

(6) Commercial Building Permit. 
In 2015, POTH applied for a Special Use Permit. Skagit County noted that POTH was not
required to acquire a Special Use Permit to operate and promptly refunded its money. 
As noted herein and prior to this application, POTH has been in operation—and well within
the County’s knowledge—for over twenty years. POTH has been a fixture in the community
and has become a destination for those who want to support wildlife and is a stalwart
sanctuary that saves animals, operating in cooperation with local and state agencies so that
confiscated and discarded animals are provided sanctuary and safe-haven. 
The SUP has been ongoing for nearly a year; POTH has ceased operations and has limited
revenue to care for these animals. An additional permitting process, which would itself cost
hundreds of thousands of dollars in additional costs and expenses, would also delay POTH’s
ability to care for these animals. 
As a result, POTH requests that Skagit County carefully review and amend its requirements in
accordance with its proposal for fencing above—which would not require an additional
building permit. POTH also has categorical exemptions as noted in the SEPA WAC’s but
would rather operate in good faith with Skagit County officials for the betterment of the
community and the animals. WAC 197-11-800 (3). 

J. Animal Enclosures. 
All enclosures are located within the perimeter fencing. However, as noted above, “six-sided
enclosures” are utilized—but certain animals (i.e. wolfdogs) must have space to exercise and
run (i.e. day runs). Please see the above proposal regarding the same. 

K. Animal Runs. 
(1) Inside Secondary Fence. 
See above. All enclosures are within the secondary perimeter fence; POTH has provided a
more practical, safer alternative to the MDNS requirements. 
(2) Perimeter Fence Check. 
POTH agrees that all perimeter fencing should be and will be (and is) checked on a daily
basis. POTH agrees further to keep additional records regarding such checks. 

L. ISA Certified Arborist. 
POTH already has an ISA Certified Arborist visit the property on a regular basis, and will
comply with this request without objection. 
M. Motion Detected Lights. 



Motion detection lights are and will be harmful to the animals that POTH provides sanctuary
for. As an animal sanctuary, POTH is required to provide habitat that is as close to the habitat
that the animal(s) live in as is feasible. A motion detection system would cause psychological
damage to the animals. POTH currently employs a motion sensor camera system for the entire
property which is also equipped with night vision. This means that all activity is tracked. 

Additionally, POTH proposes that instead of motion detection lights, POTH install a hard-
wired lighting system around its secondary perimeter fence so that if further investigation is
necessary, lighting can be turned on. Again: motion detection is already in place, but the
constant lighting would be problematic for the animals. 

Motion detection lighting would also likely be triggered by the many dogs in the area as well
as the additional wildlife in the area that borders the POTH property. A motion detection light
would be harmful to the animals, but likewise would be problematic to the neighboring
properties. 

N. Electronic Surveillance. 
Electronic surveillance is already in place and has been utilized, for instance, to do random
“checks”, ensuring that all animals are present and accounted for. The state-of-the-art system
is monitored 24/7. 

O. Manned. 
Neither the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA) nor the USDA require a 24-hour
manning of facilities. This means that even the Woodland Park Zoo is not required to have 24-
hour manning of its facilities. 

Given that all potentially dangerous animals (i.e. wolfdogs, cougars, etc.) will be housed in
six-sided, unescapable enclosures at night, a 24-hour manning is an unreasonable requirement.
Further, given POTH’s limited resources, and the extensive efforts being made to continually
improve on security measures, an on-site employee at POTH’s property is an unreasonable
requirement. 

Additionally, as noted above, POTH has state-of-the-art electronic surveillance. For instance:
in June 2022, a false report was made that a “wolf had escaped”. POTH employees were able
to confirm within 2 minutes that there was no escape and that all wolfdogs were present and
accounted for. Animal Control was provided with the footage from the property, verifying that
no escape had ever occurred. 

A person on-site 24 hours a day is unnecessary and unreasonable. 

P. GPS/VHF Collars. 
No other wolf or wolfdog sanctuary, including, but not limited to, Wolf Haven, Wolf Hollow,
or Woodland Park Zoo employ GPS tracking. 

GPS collars are not only expensive, but the technology is ineffective and impractical for these
kinds of animals. Like all dogs, wolfdogs destroy these kinds of collars. When in day runs,
which have extensive security measures in place, and would be the only place that these
collars would be used according to the Mitigation Measures outlined by Skagit County. 

As a reminder, POTH has and continues to immediately employ: 



• Six-sided night enclosures with additional chain-link dig-outs; 
• Two perimeter fences for all of the “potentially dangerous animals”; 
• Full-coverage, 24/7 surveillance system; 
• Electric fencing as part of the day run(s). 
• Double gated lock out system 

Q. USDA Requirements. 
POTH is already in full-compliance with the USDA’s requirements. Many of the requirements
as noted above, such as the requirement for six-sided enclosures at all times, and the 24/7
motion detection lighting, would be harmful to the animals—and thus would be in violation of
USDA regulations. 
Additionally, as an animal sanctuary, many of the requirements required by Skagit County,
particularly relating to the full-property fencing, would likely erode and denigrate the habitat
of the animals and, as such, would violate Washington law. POTH has presented a proposal
that would exceed USDA requirements but would not violate the habitat and laws regarding
the care and protection of the animals, which Skagit County’s requirements would do. 
R. USDA Requirements/SCC 7.04. 
POTH will operate within said regulations as it has and will continue to do. 
S. Revised Site Plan. 
(1) Property lines/boundaries—agreed; 
(2) Two required perimeter fences—please see above, as such requirements likely violates
multiple Skagit County codes as well as state and federal law regarding the housing and
sanctuary requirements for the animals under POTH’s care; 
(3) Gates—see above, as this will be instituted as in accordance with the proposal as set out
above; 
(4) Location of all animals—see above; all animals are in designated areas as previously
outlined for Skagit County officials; 
(5) See above regarding structures, including caretaker quarters; 
(6) All parking will remain the same as previously indicated; 

T. Development/Structures/Permanent Restrooms. 
See above regarding development; no plans currently exist to develop the land or otherwise
build. Permanent restrooms will be installed. 
U. Outdoor Burning. 
POTH agrees to this term and has already and always complied with all applicable burn bans. 
V. Operation Limitations. 
POTH agrees to operate in safe standards in accordance with applicable regulations and
guidelines. 

Thank you for your time, 
Predators of the Heart 
Ashley Carr 
President

From Host Address: 107.77.205.100

Date and time received: 11/18/2022 3:00:01 PM



From: website
To: Planning & Development Services
Subject: PDS Comments
Date: Friday, November 18, 2022 3:00:05 PM

Name : Leslie Grossruck
Address : 1511 State Hwy 532
City : Camano Island
State : WA
Zip : 98282
email : lgrossruck@yahoo.com
PermitProposal : Predators of the Heart / PL22-0133
Comments : I have had the privilege of visiting Predators of the Heart and was impressed by
many aspects of their program. -- I observed a variety of unusual animals that were well cared
for in a beautiful forested setting. It was obviously designed for their well-being and
protection, as well as the safety of the visitors. 

What a wonderful educational opportunity for schools and the public alike. It would be a
shame to lose this valuable local asset, not to mention the lives of these special animals. 

I understand that permitting could be based on USDA and AZA standards and I would urge
you to work with POTH management to that end. 

They have worked with these animals for many years and are experienced and devoted to the
proper care and environment for each one. Unnecessary restrictions will not accomplish this
careful purpose. 

Thank you for considering my observations and concerns. 

Respectfully, 
Leslie Grossruck 
Camano Island

From Host Address: 172.92.201.250

Date and time received: 11/18/2022 2:57:36 PM

mailto:website@co.skagit.wa.us
mailto:planning@co.skagit.wa.us


From: Planning & Development Services
To: Kevin Cricchio
Subject: FW: PDS Comments
Date: Friday, November 18, 2022 2:40:58 PM

From dept email
 

From: website@co.skagit.wa.us <website@co.skagit.wa.us> 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2022 2:15 PM
To: Planning & Development Services <planning@co.skagit.wa.us>
Subject: PDS Comments
 
Name : Mark Lundsten
Address : PO Box 1376
City : Anacortes
State : WA
Zip : 98221
email : mlundsten@gmail.com
PermitProposal : Predators of the Heart, File Number: PL22-0133
Comments : Mr. Cricchio and staff, 

I request that you enable the re-organized Predators of the Heart (POTH) to re-open under the new
owner/managers. 

Unfortunately, the parameters you lay out for them are so onerous that they are unrealistic, unless
your intention is simply to force them to close, which I doubt. I suggest that you use the USDA and
AZA standards for animal care developed for facilities like theirs instead of the ones you lay out. Both
USDA and AZA are trusted, professional standards and will insure a safe, clean operation for the new
POTH. 

Work already done by the new management has demonstrated how they care about both the
animals and the community. The former management had a number of significant problems and the
new management is correcting them by working hard and by making responsible, sensible choices in
a new direction. These people are in it for the long haul. They will be a benefit to the county, not a
threat. I urge you to approve their plan. 

Please enable POTH to re-open by utilizing USDA and AZA standards instead of the overly restrictive
ones you lay out in your project document for PL22-0133. Please allow them to finish the job they so
responsibly have started. 

Thank you for your attention. 

Sincerely, ?Mark Lundsten

From Host Address: 208.74.157.164

mailto:planning@co.skagit.wa.us
mailto:kcricchio@co.skagit.wa.us
mailto:mlundsten@gmail.com


Date and time received: 11/18/2022 2:11:44 PM



From: Planning & Development Services
To: Kevin Cricchio
Subject: FW: PDS Comments
Date: Friday, November 18, 2022 4:27:32 PM

From dept email
 

From: website@co.skagit.wa.us <website@co.skagit.wa.us> 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2022 4:25 PM
To: Planning & Development Services <planning@co.skagit.wa.us>
Subject: PDS Comments
 
Name : Diane Clark
Address : 2372 Hunskor Hill Ln
City : Oak Harbor
State : WA
Zip : 98277
email : gierhome@gmail.com
PermitProposal : Predators of the Heart
Comments : I feel that the improvements the county is requiring POTH to make are extremely out of
line. I have personally seen the improvements continuing to be made at this location. I have watched
holes being dug into solid granite hillsides.The only reason they have had to halt further
improvements is because of them not being able to give the PRIVATE visits anymore. To ask this
sanctuary to be built to higher expectations /standards than any zoo is required to do is beyond fair.
This sanctuary exists for our future generations to understand the importance of the wildlife on our
planet. They are a non-profit organization that is important for not only the local community, but has
played a very important roll in rescuing animals in negligent situations. Without the ability for them
to remain open... who knows how many animals will have to be euthanized. Please reconsider these
extreme requests you are asking of Predators of the Heart. thank you

From Host Address: 174.204.70.225

Date and time received: 11/18/2022 4:22:54 PM

mailto:planning@co.skagit.wa.us
mailto:kcricchio@co.skagit.wa.us
mailto:gierhome@gmail.com


From: Planning & Development Services
To: Kevin Cricchio
Subject: FW: PDS Comments
Date: Friday, November 18, 2022 1:02:11 PM

From dept email
 

From: website@co.skagit.wa.us <website@co.skagit.wa.us> 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2022 12:00 PM
To: Planning & Development Services <planning@co.skagit.wa.us>
Subject: PDS Comments
 
Name : Charles Joseph Davis
Address : 3916 W 6TH ST
City : ANACORTES
State : WA
Zip : 98221
email : foresttrailrunner@outlook.com
PermitProposal : Special Use Permit (PL 22-0133) (Predators of the Heart)
Comments : 1. Item 13 A of the Skagit County mitigated determination of non-significance (MDNS)
isn't clear whether onsite signage requiring 24/7 contact information of Predators of the Heart
(POTH) staff must be posted periodically on the perimeter fence. It should, in case Anacortes
Community Forest Lands (ACFL) users notice escaped animals first. 
2. Item 13 I (2) of the MDNS isn't clear as to which direction the two-foot tip out on top of the
perimeter fence goes--inward toward POTH or outward toward the ACFL. It should go inward. 
3. I fail to see how an 8-foot-high fence and a 2-foot-tip out equate to a height of 10 feet (as the
MDNS requires) if the tip out is at a 45-degree angle as specified. It will necessarily be less than 10
feet total. Require that the tip out be 3 feet minimum. 
4. Item 13 J isn't clear as to how close "too close to the fence" is. At least six feet should be
mandated clear of trees and bushes.

From Host Address: 67.168.68.39

Date and time received: 11/18/2022 11:58:06 AM

mailto:planning@co.skagit.wa.us
mailto:kcricchio@co.skagit.wa.us
mailto:foresttrailrunner@outlook.com


From: Planning & Development Services
To: Kevin Cricchio
Subject: FW: PDS Comments
Date: Friday, November 18, 2022 8:21:55 AM

From dept email
 

From: website@co.skagit.wa.us <website@co.skagit.wa.us> 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2022 12:10 AM
To: Planning & Development Services <planning@co.skagit.wa.us>
Subject: PDS Comments
 
Name : Jana Allen
Address : 14504 NE 85th Circle
City : Vancouver
State : Washington
Zip : 98682
email : janakittydaze@yahoo.com
PermitProposal : Predators of the Heart
Comments : Predators of the Heart and staff are amazing in so many ways and holds a Vital,
Essential Purpose. I am asking that you reconsider the Extreme requirements & permits being
requested when they already meet Government standards & requirements. It doesn’t make since to
me to require more than Zoo, as well as the destruction of Heritage Trees and the unneeded stress
you are asking be put on the animals. My request is that you reconsider and find positive ways to
move forward with this Vital Conversation & Education Sanctuary. My grandkids & I learn so much
from Ashley and her team at Predators of the Heart and so do countless others worldwide. I hope
you can find ways to work together to make Predators of the Heart, your community and our state
stronger, as they touch children and people all over the world. It’s very intrusive and would be
extremely difficult to see any of the animals collared and feel it would effect/affect the animals well
being. 
Thank You for your time 
I hope you decide to reconsider and move towards fair requirements that will finally issue the
permits they need to restart tours, so they can pay bills.

From Host Address: 97.120.63.89

Date and time received: 11/18/2022 12:05:17 AM

mailto:planning@co.skagit.wa.us
mailto:kcricchio@co.skagit.wa.us
mailto:janakittydaze@yahoo.com


From: website
To: Planning & Development Services
Subject: PDS Comments
Date: Wednesday, November 16, 2022 7:10:05 PM

Name : Dan C Macken
Address : 224 STEWART RD STE 115
City : Mount Vernon
State : WA
Zip : 98273
email : DB932007@hotmail.com
PermitProposal : For: Predators of the Heart File Number: PL22-0133
Comments : Dear Kevin Cricchio, Senior Planner or Associate planners, 

I am writing to comment about the proposed wildlife refuge that is seeking to upgrade their
facilities to allow for educational, and guided tours. 

I have attempted to support this organization through my own business located in Mount
Vernon, Docking Bay 93. As a curator of collectibles and a business owner I try to be
sensitive to the needs of preservationist of all kinds. 

This organization is not simply about rescue, and housing animals. It is far more than a vanity
zoo. Its new leadership attests to that with their dedication and hard work. The educational
tours they might provide may well give them a revenue stream that will not just better serve
their own operations and delight youths and inform the curious. But it will also provide us
with a much-needed service. 

Some of these animals find their way into the hands of people who are in over their head,
foolish, or greedy. In PotH's keeping with proper funding, these animals are out of an
environment where they might cause issue to agriculture or become nuisance animals, or
worse invasive. Which in the long run would cost us much more money in repair or upkeep
costs. 

Here they have a place to safely be and be preserved. And their preservation is essential. We
as people fill a gap that is naturally filled by predators in the wild, and a necessary one at that.
However, there may come a time where we as people are unable to manage our wilderness and
large populations of animals. While it may be unlikely that hunters will not be able to hunt
because of overreach of our government. I would like to think that these animals should be
considered something that we would rather Have and Not Need, instead of Need and Not
Have. They are a part of our ecosystem that has been reduced, but they may be necessary for
all our continued health. 

I would encourage you to listen to these professionals as they handle these animals and give
them the leeway they need and have already adequately demonstrated so that they may
continue operations without extreme cost overruns some of these requests may cause. They are
already approved by the USDA for a functional facility. I would also encourage you to use the
AZA (professional zookeeping) standards as a better metric for guidelines. 

Kind Regards, 

mailto:website@co.skagit.wa.us
mailto:planning@co.skagit.wa.us


Dan Macken

From Host Address: 98.232.28.138

Date and time received: 11/16/2022 7:09:12 PM



From: website
To: Planning & Development Services
Subject: PDS Comments
Date: Wednesday, November 16, 2022 6:25:06 PM

Name : Patrick Dodds
Address : 1913 North 33rd Place
City : Mount Vernon
State : WA
Zip : 98273
email : patrick.d.dodds@gmail.com
PermitProposal : Predators of the Heart / PL22-0133
Comments : Dear Skagit County, 

Thank you for considering options for Predators of the Heart to safely resume educational
programs. This organization is a valuable asset to Skagit Valley and I support their important
work. As caretakers for exotic animals, their facility should be on par with other professional
zookeeping organizations. Please utilize USDA and AZA industry standards as the measuring
stick for POTH making renovations to receive their Special Use Permit. 

The request for not 1 but 2 ultra-high security perimeter fences with underground concrete, in
addition to enclosure fencing, will impact drainage and is excessive. Not all of POTH’s
animals are a danger to humans and fencing should strategically reflect this. Please consider
alternative proposals. 

Enclosures having a fully fenced top and bottom would require some cages to be far too small
for those animals that need exercise. Small cages create anxiety and depression in animals and
not every “dangerous” animal has the same physical abilities. 

Motion detector lights will disturb animals day/night cycles and create anxiety. So will
nighttime security staffing 365 days a week. 

Removing growth near all fencing and the property line will damage the property value. There
are many heritage trees on the property which are essential to the ecosystem and character of
the site, as well as being natural habitat for the animals. 

It’s important to me that POTH provides a safe & secure environment for animals, visitors &
staff, and people in the community. I hope you will come alongside POTH and their peers in
the animal caretaking community to make this happen. Thank you for considering this letter.

From Host Address: 174.61.206.192

Date and time received: 11/16/2022 6:21:27 PM

mailto:website@co.skagit.wa.us
mailto:planning@co.skagit.wa.us


From: website
To: Planning & Development Services
Subject: PDS Comments
Date: Wednesday, November 16, 2022 4:25:08 PM

Name : Dani Vavra
Address : Box 516
City : Biggar
State : SK
Zip : S0K0M0
email : danivavra2001@yahoo.com
PermitProposal : PL22-0133
Comments : I feel this is an important permit to pass, as it will provide a better site while
protecting native landscape and natural resources in a sustainable program. I fully support this
permit being passed, for both its ecological and educational benefits. As an educator, I feel it
is important to provide opportunities to educate the public about wildlife, how to co-exist, and
how to learn about predators and discern facts from fiction. This site will be a positive
initiative that shows people how to support, enjoy, and protect our habitat.

From Host Address: 129.222.136.154

Date and time received: 11/16/2022 4:21:02 PM

mailto:website@co.skagit.wa.us
mailto:planning@co.skagit.wa.us






















































































From: Planning & Development Services
To: Kevin Cricchio
Subject: FW: PDS Comments
Date: Wednesday, November 16, 2022 10:18:01 AM

From dept email
 

From: website@co.skagit.wa.us <website@co.skagit.wa.us> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2022 4:00 PM
To: Planning & Development Services <planning@co.skagit.wa.us>
Subject: PDS Comments
 
Name : Levi Simpson
Address : 8759 Ershig Rd
City : Bow
State : WA
Zip : 98232
email : levs55@yahoo.com
PermitProposal : Predators of the Heart / PL22-0133
Comments : To Skagit County, 

I'd like to voice my support of Predators of the Heart to reopen the facility for public tours. They
have put in a huge effort to bring the place up to par for USDA, which they are now on good terms
with. From the renovations you're asking from them, the site would be fortified better than Fort
Knox, which is above & beyond both what USDA and the AZA requires for exotic animals. 

I think that POTH is a valuable organization from an educational standpoint and also for Animal
Control and others who need a place for exotic animals to be cared for. At POTH the animals are
treated like royalty and can be ambassadors for their species. The new manager Ashley has done a
phenomenal job turning POTH around from where it was 2+ years ago under someone who didn't
give a crap about animal wellbeing or playing by the rules. POTH is now totally on the right track and
already meets USDA standards. They are happy to do more so that Skagit County is happy, but from
my standpoint as a Skagit citizen and supporter of zoos and animal rescue & rehab, they should be
held to standards that are achievable and reasonable. 

This includes things like excessive fencing, nighttime security lights, taking out trees, staffing on site
at all times, and roofed & floored cages for every animal. Even places like Woodland Park Zoo have
alternatives so that their grizzly bears and wolves feel like they are in a more open, natural
environment, which is good for the animals and so that visitors can appreciate them without being
behind bars. 

Thanks for considering my letter. I love living in Skagit County and having a place like POTH in my
backyard. 

-Levi

mailto:planning@co.skagit.wa.us
mailto:kcricchio@co.skagit.wa.us
mailto:levs55@yahoo.com


From Host Address: 74.92.226.222

Date and time received: 11/15/2022 3:57:11 PM



From: Planning & Development Services
To: Kevin Cricchio
Subject: FW: PDS Comments
Date: Tuesday, November 15, 2022 1:01:45 PM

From dept email
 

From: website@co.skagit.wa.us <website@co.skagit.wa.us> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2022 12:15 PM
To: Planning & Development Services <planning@co.skagit.wa.us>
Subject: PDS Comments
 
Name : April Grossruck
Address : 8759 Ershig Rd
City : Bow
State : WA
Zip : 98232
email : wildmyuu@gmail.com
PermitProposal : Predators of the Heart / PL22-0133
Comments : Dear Skagit County, 

Firstly thank you for providing Predators of the Heart opportunity to make modifications to continue
programming. Thank you also for your thorough consideration of safety measures. 

I support an approach to renovation that is on par with USDA requirements and industry standards
for world class zookeeping. This framework has been created by, tested, and proven by experts
working together across multiple fields. The goal is to strike a balance of security for all humans
(whether community members, visitors or staff), and safe & sound habitats which provide quality of
life for the animals. Respectfully, I believe some of the parameters set by Skagit County are
superfluous and can be accomplished by working together with POTH to streamline the needs at
hand. 

To that end, as a Skagit citizen I’d like to request a re-evaluation of your requirements. By helping
POTH create an environment that is not excessively engineered, Skagit can proudly show the world
that we have met the high standards of our peers in wildlife sanctuary & animal husbandry, and re-
introduce POTH as a valuable, unique asset to our community. 

Points which are excessive or have broad reaching ramifications: 

-Full double perimeter fencing around the perimeter of the property, with tilt-ins and dig-downs:
Only some of the animals POTH cares for are capable of injuring humans; fencing should be
strategically placed in a manner appropriate to reflect this. (Cougars & bobcats already have a
double perimeter fence, and no animals other than wolfdogs have access to day runs.) 

-Animals which are a threat to humans in 6-sided enclosures at all times: in wolfdog day run areas,
which are 1 acre or more with trees, slopes, and rock terrain, topping & full bottoms are physically

mailto:planning@co.skagit.wa.us
mailto:kcricchio@co.skagit.wa.us
mailto:wildmyuu@gmail.com


impossible. Full tops are unnecessary for wolfdogs as they can’t climb, and thus alternate options
including tilt-ins, buried chain link, and electric fencing are more relevant. In night pens, similar
measures should be considered. 

-Motion lighting: this will disturb animals’ natural day-night cycle and create anxiety. 

-24/365 staffing: POTH has rigorous & redundant safety checks on all fencing & gate points already
during daytime operations, and employs an army of security cameras which are regularly checked
remotely. Night patrols will agitate & create anxiety (see motion lighting); and monitoring from an
office on-site will accomplish the same as current remote checks. 

-Permits for all buildings on site: While I agree that POTH should have safe structures, the process
should be triaged, with a bar set initially that will allow POTH to resume quickly and create income so
that buildings can be addressed in order of priority to public interface. Likewise for permanent
bathrooms: no reason why current regularly-serviced portapotty units don’t suffice temporarily, as
these are standard for public events and some workplace environments. 

-Arborist evaluations 3x yearly. Trees have a specific & predictable growth season. A check annually
& additionally on an as-need basis seems appropriate to plan for & deal with problem trees, limbs,
and new growth. 

-Vegetation close to fencing. This would necessitate removal of old growth, which is extremely
important to the site’s property value and environmental heritage. Animals which are not climbers
should be able to roam among these trees, and problem trees which are likely to fall & damage
fencing can be addressed with the requested arborist reviews. 

Again, I appreciate the thorough safety concepts on the table and I know that POTH supporters
share the desire for a high standard. As you know, this organization is becoming popular worldwide
with a following of millions and has a transparent public face. Please come alongside POTH with
adjusted requirements, using USDA/AZA as the metric, which will allow Skagit County to emerge as
global partner in wildlife education. 

Sincerely, 

April Grossruck

From Host Address: 74.92.226.222

Date and time received: 11/15/2022 12:14:40 PM
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